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SUMMARY
The detailed understanding of fibrogenesis has been hampered by a lack of important functional quiescence characteristics and an in vitro

model to recapitulate hepatic stellate cell (HSC) activation. In our study, we establish robust endoderm- and mesoderm-sourced quies-

cent-like induced HSCs (iHSCs) derived from human pluripotent stem cells. Notably, iHSCs present features of mature HSCs, including

accumulation of vitamin A in the lipid droplets and maintained quiescent features. In addition, iHSCs display a fibrogenic response and

secrete collagen I in response to hepatoxicity caused by thioacetamide, acetaminophen, and hepatitis B and C virus infection. Antiviral

therapy attenuated virally induced iHSC activation. Interestingly, endoderm- andmesoderm-derived iHSCs showed similar iHSC pheno-

types. Therefore, we provide a novel and robust method to efficiently generate functional iHSCs from hESC and iPSC differentiation,

which could be used as a model for hepatocyte toxicity prediction, anti-liver-fibrosis drug screening, and viral hepatitis-induced liver

fibrosis.
INTRODUCTION

Liver fibrosis is a characteristic of disease progression in

chronic inflammatory disease caused by viral hepatitis

and hepatic toxicity, contributes to disfunction of the liver,

and represents the major risk factor in development of he-

patocellular carcinoma (HCC) (Roehlen et al., 2020). Liver

cirrhosis developing from liver fibrosis is currently the 11th

most common cause of death in the world (Asrani et al.,

2019).

The activation of hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) might be

one of themost important pathogenic mechanisms of liver

fibrosis; they produce collagen and are also involved in

angiogenesis during the early stage of the fibrosis process.

The HSCs are one of the important non-parenchymal

components of the space of Disse, the lining between

hepatocytes and endothelial sinusoidal cells with multiple

functions in the liver. Normally, HSCs accumulate vitamin

A in lipid droplets in the healthy liver and express mature

HSC markers like glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), des-

min, activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM),

protocadherin 7 (PCDH7), neural cell adhesion molecule

(NCAM), and platelet-derived growth factor receptor

(PDGFR) a and PDGFRb (Friedman, 2008). In response to

liver injury, activated HSCs (aHSCs) are transformed into

myofibroblasts (Friedman, 2008). The aHSCs are character-
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ized by decreased vitamin A storage and peroxisome

proliferator-activated receptor g (PPARg) expression, but

increased proliferation and high contractility, with expres-

sion of activation-related proteins, such as a-smooth

muscle actin (a-SMA), nestin, and vimentin; secretion of

abundant extracellular matrix proteins (fibronectin and

collagens) (Shang et al., 2018); and possibly expressing stel-

late cell activation-associated protein (STAP) (Kawada et al.,

2001).

However, a detailed understanding of HSC activation has

been hampered by the scarcity of efficient in vitro cell

models. Primary HSCs (pHSCs) are the ‘‘gold standard’’

model for the study of liver fibrosis. However, pHSCs easily

lose their quiescent features and are activated during the

cell isolation and culture process into collagen type

I-producing myofibroblasts (aHSCs), which limits their

study to the mechanism of HSC activation. Moreover,

pHSCs are very difficult to isolate from liver donors. The

pHSCs are also heterogeneous among different donors,

and contain considerable variation because of the diverse

cell isolation processes in different laboratories (Gutier-

rez-Ruiz and Gomez-Quiroz, 2007; Mederacke et al.,

2015). Because of the lack of cell source, the knowledge

of important functional characteristics and the activated

phenotype of pHSCs is quite limited, which restricts the

application of pHSCs. Immortalized HSC lines have been
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established and are used in a wide range of research. These

immortalized cell lines provide unlimited HSCs (Xu et al.,

2005). The immortalized cell models, such as LX-2, gener-

ated by transformation with SV40 T antigen, are still used

to model fibrogenic gene expression in HSCs induced by

hepatitis virus infection (Akil et al., 2019). However, it is

not easy to maintain the quiescent features of LX-2 cells

in vitro, which is a deviation from the natural pHSCs (Ajat

et al., 2017; Perea et al., 2015).

There are, however, alternative sources of HSCs from

stem cell differentiation, such as human embryonic

stem cells (hESCs) and human induced pluripotent stem

cells (iPSCs). Unlike pHSCs, these cells potentially provide

a renewable HSC source because of their unlimited expan-

sion and differentiation capacity, and they can differen-

tiate into parenchymal and non-parenchymal liver cells

(Iacob et al., 2011; Koui et al., 2017). They can also be

genetically manipulated to make personalized models

for drug screening. Coll et al. reported that a combination

of fibroblast growth factors (FGF1 + FGF3) could induce

PSCs to become HSC-like cells (induced HSCs [iHSCs]),

while FGF2 lacked this function (Coll et al., 2018).

Another study showed that only bone morphogenetic

protein 4 (BMP4) and FGF2 could induce mesoderm

into iHSCs, which is controversial compared with the

Coll et al. report (Miyoshi et al., 2019). However, both

of these strategies still suffer from several shortcomings,

including the lack of quiescent character and limited

function of the target cells.

Here, we describe a new fibrogenesis model based on

direct differentiation of hESCs and iPSCs into both endo-

derm- andmesoderm-derived iHSCs, which possess the fea-

tures of quiescent HSCs (qHSCs). The iHSCs highly

resemble freshly isolated qHSCs in cell identity and func-

tionality, which are important for studying themechanism

of HSC activation during the early stage of liver fibrosis.

Importantly, iHSCs support a fibrogenic response to hepa-

toxicity caused by thioacetamide and acetaminophen and
Figure 1. Distinct HSC marker expression in iHSCs during differe
(A) Schematic representation of the differentiation process from day
(B) Representative images of hESC-, endoderm-, and iHSC-related mar
the protocol shown in (A). Scale bars, 100 mm.
(C) Representative images of cell morphology on days 0, 4, 8, and 14
(D) qRT-PCR analyses of the gene expression kinetics of an hESC ma
(Desmin, ALCAM, PCDH7, PDGFRa, and PDGFRb), activated HSC markers
differentiation. Data are shown as the mean ± SEM from three indepe
(E) Representative histograms of flow cytometric analysis of PDGFRb e
on the isotype control. See also Figures S1A and S1B.
(F) Oil red analysis of lipid droplets in the iHSCs. See also Figure S1C
(G) Flow cytometry analysis of autofluorescence of intracellular vitam
are used as a control (left). See also Figure S1D. Data are shown as the
was used. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
viral infection by hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C

virus (HCV), which suggests a broad application potential

for hepatotoxic and viral hepatitis-related liver fibrosis

modeling and drug discovery.
RESULTS

Generation of the endoderm-derived iHSCs from

human embryonic stem cells

Different protocols have been described for differentiating

hESCs and iPSCs into iHSCs (Coll et al., 2018; Miyoshi

et al., 2019). The main challenges are to obtain qHSCs

that exhibit a feature of mature HSCs and can be activated

by stimulators such as TGF-b. Moreover, only mesoderm-

derived iHSCs were differentiated from ESCs. However,

differentiation derived from other blastoderms such as

endoderm or ectoderm has rarely been reported. Therefore,

we focused on establishing and optimizing a differentia-

tion protocol from endoderm to iHSCs. From the analysis

of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression

in HSCs and the potential roles of hepatic, hematopoietic,

and neuronal differentiation and regeneration based on

previous studies (Wang et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2018; Theis

and Theiss, 2018), we combined BMP4 with FGF2 and

VEGF to induce hESC (H9)-derived iHSC differentiation.

Moreover, PPARg has been discovered as a new transcrip-

tion factor for regulating the phenotype of HSCs. After

modification by addition of the PPARg agonist rosiglita-

zone (Liu et al., 2020b), the differentiation of iHSCs

showed high PDGFRb expression and lower a-SMA and

collagen I expression (data not shown), indicating its

importance in mature iHSC differentiation.

Finally, we established and optimized our methods to

differentiate stem cells more efficiently and quiescently

into endoderm-derived mature HSCs capable of reflecting

phenotypes from qHSCs to aHSCs. Thus, mature iHSCs

were obtained from hESCs or iPSCs through a three-step
ntiation
0 to day 14. The related marker expression is shown in (B) to (G).
kers during the different stages of iHSC differentiation according to

of differentiation. Scale bars, 100 mm.
rker (OCT-4), endoderm markers (SOX17 and FOXA2), HSC markers
(Col1a1, Col3a1, and ACTA2) and a fibroblast marker (THY-1) during
ndent experiments; n = 3 in each group.
xpression during differentiation. Positive gates were defined based

.
in A droplets in iHSCs (right). Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs)
mean ± SEM from three independent experiments. Student’s t test
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differentiation protocol (Figure 1A). Undifferentiated

hESCs (H9) were incubated with STEMdiff definitive

endoderm differentiation medium for 4 days to induce

endoderm. Following this step, the cells were incubated

with BMP4, FGF2, VEGF, and hepatocyte growth factor

(HGF) for another 4 days. Then, the continued differentia-

tion to iHSCswas performed by incubation of the cells with

retinoic acid, dexamethasone, and rosiglitazone fromday 8

to day 14. Figure 1B shows the immunofluorescent staining

of markers expressed at specific stages during the cell

differentiation. The hESCs expressing octamer-binding

transcription factor 4 (OCT-4) and stage-specific embryonic

antigen 4 (SSEA-4) were differentiated into endoderm with

SOX17 expression. Then, the endoderm was differentiated

into iHSCs with desmin and GFAP expression, which is

associated with HSCs. Representative pictures of cell

morphology during the differentiation stages are displayed

in Figure 1C.

Using this protocol, we detected the markers expressed

in embryonic development and mature HSCs during

differentiation. As shown in Figure 1D, the transcripts of

HSC-related markers, such as desmin, PDGFRa, ALCAM,

PCDH7, and PDGFRb were significantly increased toward

the end of the differentiation at 14 days post induction

(dpi), while the fibroblast-related marker THY-1 was

rarely detected. HSC activation-related transcript markers

collagen type 1a 1 chain (COL1a1), collagen type 3a 1chain

(COL3a1), and a2-SMA (ACTA2) in iHSCs were expressed

relatively higher than in the hESCs and endoderm. How-

ever, their protein levels detected by flow cytometry were

very low, indicating that collagen I and a-SMA expression

of iHSCs was very low by our protocol (Figure S1A).

To further evaluate the generation of HSCs from hESCs,

we detected PDGFRb expression, which was reported as

one of the best membranemarkers of HSCs, by flow cytom-

etry. As shown in Figures 1E and S1B, the percentage of

PDGFRb+ cells increased during the differentiation, from

1% in hESCs to more than 90% in iHSCs at 14 dpi. In addi-

tion, we further assessed the vitamin A storage in the lipid

droplets in iHSCs. First, oil red staining showed that all of

the cells were rich with lipid droplets, while endoderm

showed poor lipid droplet content (Figures 1F and S1C).

Then, we measured vitamin A by rapid bleaching with

UV light and flow cytometry. As shown in Figures 1G and
Figure 2. The HSC marker expression in iHSCs compared with pHS
(A) qRT-PCR analysis of gene expression of HSC markers (ALCAM, PCDH
(THY-1), activated HSC markers (COL1a1, COL3a1, and ACTA2), and a
(B) Representative images of the markers GFAP, PCDH7, NCAM, nestin
fibroblast cells. Scale bars, 100 mm.
(C) Representative images of the iHSC morphology at different passa
(D) qRT-PCR analysis of gene expression in iHSCs at different passag
periments; n = 3 in each group. Student’s t test was used. *p < 0.05.
S1D, hESCs and endoderm showed no vitamin A+ cells,

while more than 90% of iHSCs and pHSCs were positive

with vitamin A. These data suggest that iHSC differentia-

tion via this protocol obtained the stellate cell identity.

Characterization of iHSCs compared with pHSCs

To better evaluate the characteristics of iHSCs in this proto-

col, we compared the differentiated iHSCs on day 14 with

pHSCs (passage 3). As shown in Figure 2A, iHSCs and

pHSCs expressed similar levels ofALCAM, PDGFRb, desmin,

and PDGFRa. By contrast, pHSCs expressed relatively

higher PCDH7 and GFAP levels than iHSCs, indicating

the difference between iHSCs and pHSCs. Notably, pHSCs

could be easily activated during the present culture condi-

tions. Thus, markers of stellate cells, hSTAP, COL1a1, and

ACTA2, were expressed lower in iHSCs than in pHSCs. In

addition, we further compared HSC markers among fibro-

blasts, pHSCs passage 0 (p0), pHSCs p5, and iHSCs by

immunofluorescent staining. Passage 0 had a low number

of cells due to no cell proliferation. As shown in Figure 2B,

at the end of the differentiation, iHSCs expressed specific

HSC markers, such as GFAP, PCDH7, NCAM, and desmin,

while they expressed nearly no nestin, a-SMA, or collagen

I (markers expressed in fibroblasts and aHSCs). The acti-

vated markers (e.g., nestin, a-SMA, and collagen I) were

positive in both pHSCs p0 and pHSCs p5, indicating that

pHSC activation might happen in the liver or during isola-

tion and culture. Fibroblasts expressed only GFAP, nestin,

a-SMA, and collagen I, which showed similar features

compared with aHSCs.

To evaluate the effect of subculturing iHSCs on them-

selves, we assessed the expression of iHSC markers at three

passages. Representative pictures of cell morphology during

thedifferentpassages aredisplayed inFigure2C.As shown in

Figure 2D, most of the iHSCmarkers showed similar expres-

sion levels during the passages, except for PDGFRb, which

showed significantly decreased expression during the sub-

culture. These data suggest that iHSCs can maintain the

expression of key HSC markers during passage.

Transcriptome analysis of iHSCs

To further evaluate the overall characteristics of iHSCs, we

did RNA sequencing to generate transcriptomic profiles of

endoderm-derived iHSCs (iHSCs_end), mesoderm-derived
Cs
7, GFAP, PDGFRb, Desmin, hSTAP, and PDGFRa), a fibroblast marker
hepatic marker (AFP); n = 3 in each group.
, a-SMA, collagen I, and desmin in iHSCs, pHSCs (p0 and p5), and

ges of iHSCs and pHSCs. Scale bars, 100 mm.
es. Data are shown as the mean ± SEM from three independent ex-
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Figure 3. Transcriptomic comparison of iHSCs, qHSCs, pHSCs, and fibroblasts
(A) Representative heatmap of transcriptomic profiles of endoderm-derived iHSCs (iHSCs_end, n = 3) and mesoderm-derived iHSCs
(iHSCs_M2, n = 3), purchased primary HSCs (purHSCs, n = 3), primary HSCs isolated from liver tissue (pHSC, n = 3), quiescent HSCs (qHSCs,
n = 8) (GSE141100), iPSC-derived qHSCs (TkDN4_M_qHSCs, n = 3, and FF_1_qHSCs, n = 3) (GSE155017), human hepatocytes (hep, n = 1)
(GSE43984), cultured hepatocytes (cul_hep, n = 2, GSE98710), and fibroblasts (n = 3).
(B) PCA of the transcriptomic comparison of endoderm-derived iHSCs (iHSCs_end, n = 3) and mesoderm-derived iHSCs (iHSCs_M2, n = 3),
purchased primary HSCs (purHSCs, n = 3), primary HSCs purified from liver tissue (pHSC, n = 3), quiescent HSCs (qHSCs, n = 8) (GSE141100),

(legend continued on next page)
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iHSCs (iHSCs_M2),purchasedpHSCs (purHSCs) fromLonza,

fibroblasts from Lonza, and pHSCs cultured for 4 days

from liver isolation. Gene expression data of human qHSCs

(Liu et al., 2020a) (GSE141100), hepatocytes (GSE43984),

cultured hepatocytes (GSES98710) (Koui et al., 2017),

and iPSC-derived qHSC-like cells (TkDN4_M_qHSCs and

FF_1_qHSCs) (Koui et al., 2021) (GSE155017) were extracted

from publicly available databases and processed for compar-

ison. As shown in Figure 3A, the hierarchical clustering anal-

ysis demonstrated that the expression profile of iHSCs_end

was similar to those of human qHSCs, TkDN4_M_qHSCs,

and FF_1_qHSCs. It was reported that TkDN4_M_qHSCs

and FF_1_qHSCs showed gene expression profiles similar

to thatofhumanqHSCs,which is rarelydifferent inouranal-

ysis. Similarly, principal-component analysis (PCA) showed

that there was a clear difference in gene expression profiles

between iHSCs_end and pHSCs or fibroblasts (Figure 3B).

However, human qHSCs, purHSCs, and pHSCs were clus-

tered together with fibroblasts, suggesting that human

qHSCs and pHSCs might have already been activated into

myofibroblasts during the isolation or culture. In addition,

to getmore information onqHSC features, the 500 genes ex-

pressed differently between hepatocytes and different types

of qHSCs were selected for further analysis. As shown in Fig-

ure 3C, the hierarchical clustering analysis showed that

iHSCs_end presented a qHSC phenotype similar to those of

TkDN4_M_qHSCs and FF_1_qHSCs.

We also performed gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)

based on the specific HSC gene signature as described previ-

ously (Coll et al., 2018;Wu et al., 2021). The signature genes

highly expressed inHSCs aredivided into three groups:HSC,

qHSC, and aHSC signatures. The normalized enrichment

score (NES) derived from the GSEA was 1.71 for HSC signa-

ture, 1.44 for qHSC signature, and 1.15 for aHSC signature

(Figure 3D). In addition, gene ontology (GO) enrichment

analysis and pathway analysis showed that nearly no

fibrosis-related gene clusterswere changed, but that extracel-

lular matrix structural constituent and PPAR signaling

pathway were significantly changed between iHSCs_end
iPSC-derived qHSCs (TkDN4_M_qHSCs, n = 3, and FF_1_qHSCs, n = 3) (
hepatocytes (cul_hep, n = 2, GSE98710), and fibroblasts (n = 3).
(C) Heatmap of the top 500 HSC genes expressed differently in endod
(iHSCs_M2, n = 3), purchased primary HSCs (purHSCs, n = 3), primary H
n = 8) (GSE141100), iPSC-derived qHSCs (TkDN4_M_qHSCs, n = 3, and
(GSE43984), cultured hepatocytes (cul_hep, n = 2, GSE98710), and fi
(D) GSEA of the iHSC gene expression profile with qHSC and aHSC (GSE1
normalized enrichment score.
(E) GO analysis of 959 high-fold-change genes between iHSCs_end and
indicated.
(F) Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analys
(iHSCs_end) and other iPSCs derived qHSC-like cells from another lab
pathways are indicated. Data are represented as the mean ± SEM. See
and TkDN4-M_qHSCs (Figures 3E and 3F). Table S1 shows

the top downregulated genes in iHSCs compared with other

cells. These data suggest that, although some gene expres-

sions in iHSCs are different from those in qHSCs, iHSCs

can still be considered as a close analog of qHSCs.

Activation of iHSCs derived from hESCs (H9) by

stimulators

Wenext investigated the capability of iHSC activation after

stimulation by TGF-b and fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Coll

et al., 2018). As shown in Figure 4A, after 50 ng/mL

TGF-b treatment for 5 days, a significant production of

several fibrogenic and inflammatory markers (i.e., collagen

I, a-SMA, and nestin) was detected in treated iHSCs. Simi-

larly, more than 85% of cells treated with TGF-b (50 ng/

mL) were collagen I and a-SMA positive (Figures 4B and

S1E). Collagen I secretion significantly increased after

5 days of TGF-b (50 ng/mL) and 10% FBS (Figure 4C) treat-

ment. We also did a time-course analysis of TGF-b treat-

ment to stimulate iHSCs. As shown in Figure 4D, collagen

I secretion did not increase after 2 days treatment, while

it increased significantly after 4 days treatment. In addi-

tion, COL1a1 and ACTA2 transcripts were increased even

at 5 ng/mLTGF-b treatment for 5 days (Figure 4E). It was re-

ported that PDGF-BB could induce HSC migration (Coll

et al., 2018). We also did a wound-healing assay to analyze

themigration of iHSCs after PDGF-BB (20 ng/mL) and 10%

FBS treatment. As shown in Figure 4F, both PDGF-BB and

FBS increased the migration capacity of iHSCs and pHSCs,

although the cell densities of iHSCs and pHSCs were

different, resulting in different cell appearance.

The aforementioned iHSCs were differentiated from

hESCs (H9). To further test the efficacy of this protocol,

we also tested other stem cells, like hESCs (H1) and iPSCs.

Apparently, iHSCs derived from hESCs (H1) showed

mature HSC marker expression (i.e., desmin, PCDH7, and

NCAM) (Figure S2A). After 5 days of 50 ng/mL TGF-b treat-

ment (Figure S2B), HSC activation-related markers (e.g.,

collagen I, a-SMA, and nestin) were expressed (Figure S2C).
GSE155017), human hepatocytes (hep, n = 1) (GSE43984), cultured

erm-derived iHSCs (iHSCs_end, n = 3) and mesoderm-derived iHSCs
SCs purified from liver tissue (pHSC, n = 3), quiescent HSCs (qHSCs,
FF_1_qHSCs, n = 3) (GSE155017), human hepatocytes (hep, n = 1)
broblasts (n = 3).
41100) gene signatures according to the phenotype described. NES,

TkDN4_M_qHSCs (GSE155017). The p values of the top 20 terms are

is of 959 high-fold-change genes between endoderm-derived iHSCs
oratory (TkDNA4_M_qHSCs, GSE155017). The p values of enriched
also Table S1.
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Figure 4. Activated HSC marker expression increases during activation as shown by functional analysis
The iHSCs were seeded in Matrigel-coated plates and activated by TGF-b (50 ng/mL) or 10% FBS in basal medium for 5 days. The related
markers were detected by different assays.
(A) Representative images of collagen I, a-SMA, and nestin comparing quiescent iHSCs and iHSCs activated by TGF-b (50 ng/mL) for 5 days.
Scale bars, 100 mm.

(legend continued on next page)
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Moreover, we also generated similar quiescent iHSCs from

iPSCs (Figures S3A–S3C) in the independent experiments,

indicating the robustness of our protocol.

Toxicity assessment of iHSCs and HepaRG co-culture

by thioacetamide and acetaminophen treatment

To further characterize iHSC functional fibrogenesis under

the treatment of known drugs, the iHSCs were exposed to

thioacetamide for 5 days (Coll et al., 2018). As expected,

the exposure of iHSCs to 75 mM thioacetamide induced

the expression of fibrogenic markers (COL3a1, COL1a1,

and ACTA2). However, exposure of iHSCs to 25 mM thioa-

cetamide did not display a fibrogenic response (Figure 5A),

indicating that iHSC activation by thioacetamide is con-

centration dependent.

It was reported that acetaminophen needs to be metabo-

lized byCYP2E1 andCYP3A4 intoNAPQI in hepatocytes to

be toxic to induce fibrogenic marker expression (Xie et al.,

2014). To evaluate the potential use of iHSCs for toxicity

assessment of acetaminophen, we co-cultured iHSCs with

HepaRGcells in aTranswell system tomimic the interaction

of hepatocytes and HSCs. HepaRG cells were seeded in the

insert and iHSCs were seeded in the bottom well of the

Transwell plate (Figure 5B). The HepaRG cells in the insert

were exposed to acetaminophen for 5days. As shown inFig-

ure 5C, after treating theHepaRG cells in the co-culture sys-

tem for 5 days, we found that acetaminophen stimulation

induced concentration-dependent expression of fibrogenic

markers. These results highlight thepotential of iHSCs as an

in vitro model for liver toxicity and fibrosis assessment.

HBV and HCV infection stimulate the activation of

iHSCs

HBV and HCV infection could induce the activation of

HSCs and further promote liver fibrogenesis (Akil et al.,

2019; Bai et al., 2012; Pol et al., 2017; Revill et al., 2019).

Han et al. reported a hepatocyte andHSC co-culture system

to study the interaction between these cells (Han et al.,

2021). To further evaluate the potential application of

iHSCs for studying their activation by HBV and HCV infec-

tion, we designed experiments to co-culture iHSCs with

HepG2-NTCP or Huh7.5 infectedwithHBVorHCV, respec-

tively, in the Transwell system. Entecavir (ETV) treatment
(B) Representative histograms of flow cytometric analysis of collage
(50 ng/mL) for 5 days. Blue color means the isotype control and the r
(C) Comparison of collagen I expression between 10% FBS and TGF-b
(D) ELISA of collagen I expression during the TGF-b (50 ng/mL) trea
(E) qRT-PCR analysis of COL1a1 and ACTA2 expression during TGF-b t
(F) Representative images of the wound-healing assay, showing the sc
FBS (10%) for 24 h. Scale bars, 200 mm. Data are shown as the mean ± S
means the distance of wound closure of iHSCs after incubation with PD
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. See also Figures S2 and S3.
in the HBV infection system not only reduced HBV DNA

and cccDNA levels, but also restricted HBsAg and HBeAg

levels in the supernatant (Zhang et al., 2021). Thus, we

used it as a control to inhibit HBV replication. As shown

in Figure 6A, HepG2-NTCP cells were seeded in the inserts,

then iHSCswere seeded in the bottomwell of the Transwell

plate. HepG2-NTCP cells were infected with 500 genome

equivalents per cell (geq/cell) of HBV treated with or

without 500 nM ETV. The co-culture was started after

1 day of HBV infection. The transcripts of fibrogenic

markers were detected after 7 days of co-culture. Interest-

ingly, consistent with another study (Bai et al., 2012),

HBV infection could significantly stimulate the expression

of fibrogenicmarkers such asCOL3a1,COL1a1, andACTA2

in iHSCs, whereas inhibiting viral infection with ETV

reduced related fibrogenic marker expression, as shown

by the qPCRdata (Figure 6B) and immunofluorescent stain-

ing results (Figure 6C). Just exposure of the iHSC and

HepG2-NTCP co-culture system to ETV did not induce

the increase in protein expression of collagen and a-SMA.

Similar to the HBV infection experiments, HCV (MOI

10)-infected Huh7.5 cells were co-cultured with iHSCs in

the Transwell system and treated with or without 700 nM

sofosbuvir (SOF) for 3 days. HCV infection also induced

the iHSC activation, as evidenced by the increased expres-

sion of fibrogenic markers (e.g., COL3a1, COL1a1, and

ACTA2). After HCV infection was inhibited by SOF treat-

ment, iHSCs showed low expression of fibrogenic markers

as shown by the transcript (Figure 6D) and protein expres-

sion (Figure 6E) data. In addition, just exposing the cells to

SOF did not induce fibrogenic marker expression, indi-

cating that the decreased expression of fibrogenic markers

was obtained by inhibiting HCV replication. Taken

together, these results highlight the potential of iHSCs as

an in vitro system of HSC activation byHBVandHCV infec-

tion. Antiviral therapy to restrict viral replication could

attenuate the viral hepatitis-related HSC activation and

further potential fibrogenesis.

Mesoderm- but not ectoderm-derived iHSCs can be

obtained by this protocol

As reported previously, iHSCs were obtained from meso-

derm-derived generation (Coll et al., 2018; Miyoshi et al.,
n I and a-SMA from quiescent iHSCs and iHSCs activated by TGF-b
ed color means the tested markers’ expression. See also Figure S1E.
(50 ng/mL) treatment by ELISA; n = 3 in each group.
tment from 2 to 6 days post activation; n = 3 in each group.
reatment (5 and 50 ng/mL) for 5 days; n = 3 in each group.
ratch closure of iHSCs after incubation with PDGF-BB (20 ng/mL) or
EM from three independent experiments. The double-headed arrows
GF-BB (20 ng/mL) or FBS (10%) for 24 h. Student’s t test was used.
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Figure 5. Fibrogenic and hepatocyte toxicity assays of thioacetamide and acetaminophen treatment stimulate iHSC activation
(A) qRT-PCR analysis of COL3a1, COL1a1, and ACTA2 expression in iHSCs treated with thioacetamide for 5 days. The iHSCs were seeded in
Matrigel-coated 24-well plates at a concentration of 80,000 cells per well on the first day. Then, the cells were treated with different
concentrations of thioacetamide in basal medium for 5 days. qRT-PCR was performed to detect the activated iHSC-related markers; n = 3 in
each group.
(B) Schematic representation of co-culture of iHSCs and HepaRG cells treated with acetaminophen for 5 days. The pHSC and HepaRG co-
culture was performed as control.
(C) qRT-PCR analysis of COL3a1, COL1a1, and ACTA2 expression in the iHSCs and pHSCs in the co-culture system shown in (B). qRT-PCR data
are shown as the mean ± SEM from three independent experiments; n = 3 in each group. Student’s t test was used. *p < 0.05.
2019). To test our protocol for mesoderm-derived differen-

tiation, we first differentiated the hESCs (H9) into meso-

derm. Then, the continued differentiation was performed

using our established protocol (Figure 7A). Expression of

HSC-related markers was successfully detected by flow cy-

tometry (Figure 7B) and further confirmed by immuno-
2540 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2531–2547 j November 8, 2022
staining (Figures 7C and S4A). Both PDGF-BB and FBS treat-

ment increased the migration of activated iHSCs

(Figure 7D). When the iHSCs_M2 were treated with

injury-related mediator of TGF-b (5 or 50 ng/mL) in basal

medium for 5 days (Figure 7E), the expression of aHSC

markers (collagen I and a-SMA) was induced, while the
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D
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B

Figure 6. HBV and HCV infection and replication stimulate iHSC activation
(A) Schematic representation of HBV or HCV infection of hepatocytes co-cultured with iHSCs in the Transwell system.
(B) qRT-PCR analysis of COL3a1, COL1a1, and ACTA2 expression in the co-culture of iHSCs and HBV (500 geq/cell)-infected HepG2-NTCP
with or without ETV (500 nM) treatment for 7 days; n = 3 in each group.
(C) Representative images of collagen I and a-SMA in iHSCs during co-culture with HBV-infected HepG2-NTCP cells. Scale bars, 100 mm.
(D) qRT-PCR analysis of COL3a1, COL1a1, and ACTA2 expression in the co-culture of iHSCs and HCV (MOI 10)-infected Huh7.5 cells with or
without SOF (700 nM) for 3 days; n = 3 in each group.
(E) Representative images of collagen I and a-SMA in iHSCs during HCV infection. Scale bars, 100 mm. qRT-PCR data are shown as the mean
± SEM from three independent experiments. Student’s t test was used. *p < 0.05.
HSC-related markers NCAM, desmin, and PCDH7

decreased during the TGF-b treatment (Figures 7F and

7G). Moreover, thioacetamide treatment stimulated

iHSCs_M2 activation (Figure 7H), while acetaminophen

did not show any influence (Figure 7I). In the Transwell sys-

tem designed as shown in Figures 5B and 6A, acetamino-

phen treatment (Figure 7J) and HBV (Figure S4B) and

HCV (Figure S4C) infection induced iHSC activation signif-

icantly. As shown in Figure S4D, most of the iHSC markers

showed similar expression levels during passage, except for
PPARg, which showed significantly decreased expression

during the subculture. To investigate the maintenance of

iHSC functions during passage, we also did functional anal-

ysis on the iHSCs p2. As shown in Figures S4E and S4F, iHSC

activation markers, such as COL1a1, COL3a1, and ACTA2,

increased significantly after the treatments with TGF-b,

FBS, and thioacetamide, suggesting that the passaged

iHSCs also showed HSC characteristics. As shown in Fig-

ure 3A, the hierarchical clustering analysis demonstrated

that the expression profile of iHSCs_M2 was also similar
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to those of TkDN4-M_qHSCs and FF-1_qHSCs. In addition,

we also tested this protocol for ectoderm-derived differenti-

ation. Unfortunately, although oil red staining showed

some lipid droplet storage in the cells, the expression pro-

file of ectoderm-derived differentiated cells was similar to

that of the fibroblasts (Figures S5A–S5D).

Together, our results show that our protocol can differen-

tiate hESCs or iPSCs into iHSCs through both endoderm

and mesoderm pathways. This model offers a unique op-

portunity to study the mechanism of qHSC activation

into aHSCs and fibrogenesis.
DISCUSSION

Studies on the mechanism of HSC activation in liver fibro-

genesis are limited by the lack of an efficient in vitro cell cul-

ture system. In this study, we showed a novel and attractive

lineage differentiation strategy to generate large quantities

of functionally competent HSC-like cells from hESCs

in vitro. The robust expansion capacity of the stem cells al-

lows the generation of iHSC-like cells in large amounts,

which provides an applicable in vitro cell model for the

study of drug- and viral hepatitis-related fibrogenesis and

anti-fibrosis drug discovery.

Compared with the traditional induction strategy, we

demonstrated that the combination of key growth factors

and compounds could be efficient to induce hESCs to

directly differentiate into functionally competent HSC-

like cells. Coll et al. reported that FGF2 could not induce

hESCs into iHSCs (Coll et al., 2018). Another study showed

that only BMP4 and FGF2 were sufficient to induce iHSCs

(Miyoshi et al., 2019). In our study, we found that only

BMP4 and FGF2 could not be sufficient to induce iHSC dif-

ferentiation, which is consistent with the findings of Coll

et al. (Coll et al., 2018). However, when inducing the hESCs
Figure 7. Characterization of the activation of mesoderm-derived
(A) Schematic representation of the differentiation protocol from me
(B) Representative histograms of flow cytometric analysis of differe
iHSCs (a-SMA and collagen I). Positive gates were defined based on th
color means the tested markers’ expression.
(C) Immunostaining analysis was performed to detect HSC-related ma
(D) Representative images of the wound-healing assay, showing the s
and FBS (10%) for 24 h. The double-headed arrows means the distanc
mL) or FBS (10%) for 24 h. Scale bars, 200 mm.
(E) Schematic representation of the activation of mesoderm-derived
(F) Immunostaining analysis of HSC markers (NCAM, desmin, PCDH7)
(G) Activated HSC gene expression of COL1a1 and ACTA2 by TGF-b tre
(H and I) Activated HSC gene expression of COL3a1, COL1a1, and ACTA
by qPCR; n = 3 in each group.
(J) In the Transwell system with HepaRG and iHSC co-culture, activa
aminophen was assessed by qPCR; n = 3 in each group. Data are shown
test was used. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. See also Figure S
with BMP4, FGF2, and additional VEGF, we could induce

the cells to differentiate in the hESC direction. Interest-

ingly, Koui et al. recently reported a similar strategy, in

that BMP4, FGF2, and VEGF combined could induce

iHSC differentiation, which supports that VEGF plays an

important role in iHSC differentiation (Koui et al., 2021).

In addition, PPARg was discovered as a new transcription

factor for regulating the phenotype of HSCs to prevent acti-

vation of HSCs, which could help us to maintain the qHSC

features (Liu et al., 2020b). Thus, we further developed a

mature iHSCmediumusing smallmolecules (rosiglitazone,

retinal, and dexamethasone) (Liu et al., 2020b; Wu et al.,

2018), which promoted the establishment of quiescent

iHSCs with specific marker expression and vitamin A stor-

age in the lipid droplets in the cells.

Importantly, to obtain functional qHSCs from the hESC

and iPSCdifferentiation, it is pivotal todevise culture condi-

tions to promote terminal differentiation of HSC-like cells.

Our strategy for the maturation medium was developed

based on conditions that retinal acid promotes cells to store

vitamin A in the lipid droplets and rosiglitazone maintains

the quiescent phenotype of HSCs (Liu et al., 2020b). Using

this procedure, the cells acquired mature HSC properties

in terms of HSC morphology, key HSC marker expression,

andbasicHSC functions.Moreover, the transcriptional pro-

file of iHSCs accumulated nearly to that of qHSCs but with

some differences. The pHSCs were already activated during

the isolation and culture; some of them even activated in

the tissue, which showed gene expression similar to that

of aHSCs and fibroblasts. However, combined with other

data, our iHSC-like cells more resemble qHSCs, indicating

that this procedure promotes mature and quiescent iHSC

differentiation (Coll et al., 2018; Koui et al., 2021). In addi-

tion, the acquisition of amature state by iHSCs in the differ-

entiationmediumwas characterized by the wound-healing

response after TGF-b treatment.
iHSCs
soderm to iHSCs.
nt markers’ expression in quiescent iHSCs (PDGFRb) and activated
e isotype control. Blue color means the isotype control and the red

rkers (GFAP, collagen I, a-SMA, and desmin). Scale bars, 100 mm.
cratch closure of iHSCs after incubation with PDGFR-BB (20 ng/mL)
e of wound closure of iHSCs after incubation with PDGF-BB (20 ng/

iHSCs by TGF-b (50 ng/mL) in basal medium for 5 days.
and aHSC markers (collagen I and a-SMA). Scale bars, 100 mm.
atment was assessed by qPCR; n = 3 in each group.
2 by thioacetamide and acetaminophen, respectively, was assessed

ted HSC gene expression of COL3a1, COL1a1, and ACTA2 by acet-
as the mean ± SEM from three independent experiments. Student’s t
4.
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Hepatic fibrosis is a dynamic process characterized by

HSC activation from trans-differentiation of quiescent,

vitamin A-storing cells into proliferative, fibrogenic myofi-

broblasts during liver injury (Tsuchida and Friedman,

2017). Thus, it is very important to have a cell model to

mimic this dynamic process. Although pHSCs and other

iHSCs in the published protocol could express collagen I

and a-SMA during drug stimulation and viral infection,

these cells were already activated with collagen I and

a-SMA (Coll et al., 2018). In addition, the limited sources

and restricted accessibility of pHSCs make them difficult

to apply at a large scale for high-throughput applications

and mechanism studies of HSC activation as well (Shang

et al., 2018). The most important feature on the applied

side of our work is that iHSCs have quiescent features,

which could mimic the activation process of HSCs from

qHSCs to aHSCs. Compared with previous studies, the

iHSCs differentiated by our new strategy are similar in

terms of morphology, gene expression patterns, and func-

tionality to qHSCs (Coll et al., 2018). Importantly, iHSCs

from our protocol are more quiescent than others, and

showed almost no collagen I and a-SMA expression in

the quiescent iHSCs, but nearly all cells showed high

expression during activation (Coll et al., 2018; Koui et al.,

2021). These data suggest that iHSCs generated by our strat-

egy are promising for large-scale applications and mecha-

nism studies of HSC activation in vitro and may resolve

the shortage of activation phenotype of pHSCs.

Our in vitro-generated iHSCs efficiently recapitulated

quiescent iHSC functionality, particularly responses to

liver-toxic drugs and viral infection such as HBV and

HCV. Thioacetamide could directly stimulate iHSC activa-

tion, and acetaminophen should be metabolized by

CYP2E1 and CYP3A4 into NAPQI in hepatocytes to be

toxic enough to stimulate iHSC activation, resulting in

collagen I and a-SMA expression (Xie et al., 2014). HBV

and HCV infection can induce the activation of HSCs to fi-

brogenesis, while cure of HBV and HCV infection has been

shown to reduce the advanced fibrosis and risk of HCC

(Bataller et al., 2004; Gong et al., 2016; Kanwal et al.,

2017, 2020; Liu et al., 2009). In our study, hepatocytes

co-cultured with iHSCs that were infected with HBV and

HCV could also induce iHSC activation (Figure 6), while

the iHSC activation could be attenuated by antiviral treat-

ment, indicating that inhibition of viral replication

evidently reduces the fibrogenesis. These data highlight

the potential of iHSCs in place of pHSCs in toxicity assess-

ment, fibrogenesis study, and anti-liver-fibrosis drug

screening at a large scale.

In addition, our differentiation strategy provides a useful

model to study the detailed mechanisms of human HSC

development. It is still unclear which cell type is the embry-

onic origin of human HSCs. Recent studies based on cell-
2544 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 2531–2547 j November 8, 2022
fate mapping in mice showed that HSCs might originate

from the septum transversum (Shang et al., 2018). Others

have speculated that HSCs might originate from endo-

derm, mesoderm-derived septum transversum mesen-

chyme, or the neural crest based on the expressionmarkers

(Shang et al., 2018). In addition, recent studies, which uti-

lized stem cell differentiation technology to induce

iHSCs_M2, suggested that HSCs originate from the meso-

derm (Coll et al., 2018; Koui et al., 2021; Shang et al.,

2018). Interestingly, our strategy could induce both

hESC-derived mesoderm and endoderm cells into iHSCs,

rather than ectoderm cells, which provided evidence that

the origin of human HSCs might be derived from both

endoderm and mesoderm in the early developmental

stages of the human embryo (Friedman, 2008; Geerts,

2004). Thus, our results indicate that iHSCs could poten-

tially be induced from both endoderm and mesoderm,

which provides a useful in vitro model to further study

the possible molecular regulation mechanisms of HSCs.

In a recent study, Koui et al. reported a new protocol for

qHSC differentiation. They showed that the factors FGF2 +

BMP4 +VEGF combine to induce iPSCs sourced frommeso-

derm into qHSCs, which could be converted into aHSCs in

culture (Koui et al., 2021). However, their work was based

on others’ work to optimize the protocol to induce meso-

derm into qHSCs. In this study, our protocol not only could

differentiate the mesoderm into qHSCs, but also could

differentiate the endoderm into qHSCs, which has not

been reported elsewhere and will be helpful in studying

the embryonic origin of HSCs. Moreover, the endoderm-

derived qHSCs showed most of the cells having vitamin

A droplets with almost no collagen I or a-SMA expression

by our protocol. And more than 80% of the cells expressed

collagen I and a-SMA after activation (Figure 4). In addi-

tion, our established qHSCs could be used not only to study

drug toxicity, but also to study the mechanisms of viral

infection-caused HSC activation. Antiviral treatment could

reduce viral infection-caused HSC activation.

In conclusion, iHSCs were established through hESC and

iPSC differentiation, displaying functional and phenotypic

features of quiescent human primary cultured HSCs. The

co-culture of iHSCs and hepatocytes in a Transwell system

could also mimic drug toxicity and viral hepatitis-caused

liver fibrosis of iHSC activation. This cell model may be a

novel and robust resource for human HSCs for viral hepati-

tis-based and anti-liver-fibrosis drug screening studies.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Human ESC and iPSC culture
The hESC lines WA09 (H9) andWA01 (H1) (WiCell Research Insti-

tute, USA) obtained from female embryonic stem cells and iPSCs

(Cauliscell, USA) were cultured on growth-factor-reduced Matrigel



according to the manufacturer’s recommendation in mTeSR1 me-

dium. The cells were replenished with freshmedium every day. All

the cells in this study were used between passages 35 and 50.

Isolation of HSCs
The pHSCs were obtained from non-tumor liver tissue harvested

during liver transplantation and cirrhotic liver tissue at the Youan

Hospital and FirstMedicalCenter ofChinese PLAGeneralHospital,

Beijing, China. All samples were collected with informed consent

from patients. The isolation of HSCs was performed as described

previously (Coll et al., 2015; Perea et al., 2015). Briefly, liver samples

were treated by mechanical homogenization and then digested

with enzymatic solution 1 (Gey’s balanced salt solution [GBSS]

[Sigma, USA] containing 3.15 mg/mL Pronase [Roche, USA],

0.38 mg/mL collagenase A [Roche, USA], 0.01 mg/mL DNase I

[Roche, USA]) and then enzymatic solution 2 (GBSS with

0.6 mg/mL Pronase [Roche, USA], 0.38 mg/mL collagenase A,

0.01 mg/mL DNase I) at 37�C for 30 min. HSCs were isolated

from cell suspension with 9% Nycodenz (Sigma, USA). The pHSCs

obtained from the cell fraction were cultured in DMEM GlutaMax

(GIBCO, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS (GIBCO, USA) and

1% penicillin-streptomycin (Sigma, USA) and used until passage 6.

Differentiation into three germ layers
For endoderm, hESCs (H9 and H1) and human iPSCs were dissoci-

ated into single cells using Accutase and plated in the Matrigel-

coated plates with 10 mM ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632). Differentia-

tion was induced by using the STEMdiff definitive endoderm kit

following the manufacturer’s instructions (Wu et al., 2018).

Formesoderm, differentiation of hESCs (H9 andH1) and human

iPSCs into mesoderm was performed accordingly. Briefly, hESCs

(H9 andH1) and human iPSCs were dissociated into single cells us-

ing Accutase and plated ontoMatrigel-coated plates with ROCK in-

hibitor (Y27632) to reach approximately 60% confluence. Differ-

entiation was induced by the STEMdiff mesoderm induction

medium kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (Wu et al.,

2018).

For ectoderm, hESCs (H9 and H1) and human iPSCs were differ-

entiated into neuroectoderm cells as described previously. Briefly,

hESCs (H9 and H1) and human iPSCs were seeded at 1 3 105

cells/cm2 and cultured in mTeSR1 medium with ROCK inhibitor

(Y27632). The next day, the cells were differentiated with SRM

(DMEM/F12, 10% knockout serum replacement [KOSR], and 1%

GlutaMax) supplemented with 10 mM SB431542 and 200 nM

Noggin for 5 days (Wu et al., 2018).

HSC differentiation
For HSC specification, endoderm or mesoderm was dissociated

into single cells using Accutase and plated onto Matrigel-coated

plates with ROCK inhibitor in basal medium (BM; DMEM/F12 +

10%KOSR +1%GlutaMax +1%penicillin-streptomycin; Life Tech-

nologies, USA) supplemented with 10 ng/mL FGF2 (Peprotech,

USA), 5 ng/mL BMP4 (R&D, USA), 10 ng/mL VEGF (Peprotech,

USA), and 10 ng/mL HGF (Peprotech, USA). The medium was re-

placed every 2 days for 4 days. Then, the cells were exposed to

BM containing 13 B27 (Life Technologies, USA), 13 insulin-trans-

ferrin-selenium-ethanolamine (ITS-X; Life Technologies, USA),
1 mM retinoic acid (RA; Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 20 mM rosiglitazone

(Selleck Chemicals, USA), and 2.5 mM dexamethasone (Sigma-

Aldrich, USA) for 6 days. Differentiated HSCs could then be

maintained in the BM containing 13 B27, 13 ITS-X, 1 mM RA,

20 mM rosiglitazone, and 2.5 mM dexamethasone, with the me-

dium changed twice per week.
Ethics approval and consent to participate
Informed consents were obtained regarding the use of samples for

further studies. This study was approved by the ethics committees

of the Medical Center of Chinese PLA General Hospital, Beijing,

China (S2018-111-01).
Statistical analysis
Every experimentwas repeated at least three times. Data are shown

as means ± SEM and were analyzed using an unpaired Student

t test or Mann-Whitney U test when appropriate (GraphPad

Software v.8). Values of p < 0.05 were considered as statistically

significant.
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